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Fig. 1. Path tracing using the previous VNDF sampling method [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023] (a) and our

bounded VNDF sampling (b) for microfacet-based reflective surfaces (3840×2160 pixels, 64 samples per pixel,

AMD Radeon™ RX 7900 XTX GPU). Our method efficiently reduces noise compared to the previous method

while increasing the depth of paths, especially for rough surfaces.

Sampling according to a visible normal distribution function (VNDF) is often used to sample rays scattered by

glossy surfaces, such as the Smith–GGX microfacet model. However, for rough reflections, existing VNDF

sampling methods can generate undesirable reflection vectors occluded by the surface. Since these occluded

reflection vectors must be rejected, VNDF sampling is inefficient for rough reflections. This paper introduces an

unbiased method to reduce the number of rejected samples for Smith–GGX VNDF sampling. Our method limits

the sampling range for a state-of-the-art VNDF sampling method that uses a spherical cap-based sampling

range. By using our method, we can reduce the variance for highly rough and low-anisotropy surfaces. Since

our method only modifies the spherical cap range in the existing sampling routine, it is simple and easy to

implement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hardware ray tracing and Monte Carlo integration (e.g., GPU path tracing) are used for recent

interactive applications as well as offline renderers. In real-time applications such as video games,

glossy reflections are often rendered by tracing randomly sampled reflection rays with hardware

ray tracing [Deligiannis and Schmid 2019] or screen-space ray tracing [Stachowiak 2015]. To render

high-quality glossy reflections with a limited number of samples, efficient importance sampling

according to a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is vital for those applications.

The microfacet BRDF model [Cook and Torrance 1982] with the Smith microsurface model [1967]

and the GGX distribution of microfacet normals [Trowbridge and Reitz 1975; Walter et al. 2007] is

one of the de-facto standard glossy reflection models in computer graphics productions [Andersson

et al. 2023; Burley 2012; Georgiev et al. 2019; Kulla and Conty 2017; McAuley et al. 2013]. For

this reflection model, importance sampling according to a visible normal distribution function
(VNDF) [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023; Heitz 2018; Heitz and d’Eon 2014] is widely used in modern

renderers. It samples a microfacet normal visible to an incoming direction. By using VNDF sampling,

we can reduce the variance for highly glossy surfaces.

However, VNDF sampling is not always efficient for rough reflections (Fig. 1a). For example, if

the incoming direction is equal to the surface normal and the GGX roughness parameter is 1, the

reflection vectors given by VNDF sampling are uniformly distributed on a unit sphere. For opaque

surfaces, reflection vectors in the lower hemisphere must be rejected because they are occluded

by the surface. Therefore, in this case, the existing VNDF sampling is twice as inefficient as naïve

uniform sampling on the upper hemisphere. Although rejecting samples reduces the number of rays

to be traced, random rejection can induce code path divergence and potentially decrease the thread

occupancy on the GPU. Without using a sophisticated algorithm to avoid such divergence [Laine

et al. 2013], rejecting rays due to VNDF sampling can reduce the GPU efficiency as well as increase

the variance. Since reflections are often dominant compared to refractions in most scenes (especially

for current video games), there is room for practical quality improvements in VNDF sampling.

To improve the rendering efficiency, we introduce an unbiased method to reduce the variance

of VNDF-based reflection vector sampling (Fig. 1b). Our method limits the sampling range of

visible normals to reduce the number of rejected samples whose reflection vectors are in the lower

hemisphere. For the state-of-the-art VNDF sampling method using a spherical cap-based sampling

range [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023], we present an analytical bound for this spherical cap. Using

our sampling method for rough reflective surfaces, we can improve the image quality with a small

overhead. Although our method cannot be applied for stochastic multi-scattering simulation in

the microsurface [Bitterli and d’Eon 2022; Cui et al. 2023; Heitz et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2022], our

method significantly reduces firefly noise for energy-compensated microfacet BRDFs [Kulla and

Conty 2017; Turquin 2019] that are often used in productions to approximate multiple scattering.

Our contributions are as follows.

• We introduce a bounded VNDF sampling range to reduce the variance for rough reflections.

• To efficiently implement our method, we derive a simple analytic bound of the spherical

cap-based sampling range for reflections (§ 3).

• We present the probability density function (PDF) for our method supporting backfacing

shading normals (§ 4).

• We discuss the application to energy-compensated Smith–GGX BRDFs (§ 5) and demonstrate

its effectiveness (§ 6).
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Related Work
Microfacet BRDFs. Modern physically-based BRDF models use a microfacet theory [Atanasov

et al. 2022; Heitz 2014] as the most common framework. This microfacet BRDF was introduced by

Torrance, Sparrow [1967], and Cook [1982]. In this BRDF, light scattering during reflection on a

rough surface is modeled using a distribution of microscopic specular facets, also called microfacets.

The light scattering profile is then affected by the distribution of microfacet normals, called a

normal distribution function (NDF), and by the masking and shadowing from the micro geometry.

Two common NDFs used in computer graphics are the GGX distribution [Walter et al. 2007] (a.k.a.,

Trowbridge–Reitz [1975]) and the Beckmann distribution [1963]. The microfacet BRDF satisfies

physically-based constraints [Heitz 2014] by using an appropriate microsurface model such as

the Smith [1967] and V-cavity [Cook and Torrance 1982] models. The combination of the Smith

microsurface model and the GGX NDF provides a closer match to real-world measured materials,

and it is nowadays widely used in renderers and game engines [Andersson et al. 2023; Burley 2012;

Georgiev et al. 2019; Kulla and Conty 2017; McAuley et al. 2013].

VNDF Sampling. To reduce the variance in Monte Carlo light transport algorithms, Heitz and

d’Eon [2014] introduced a VNDF sampling method for the Smith and V-cavity microsurface models.

To facilitate this VNDF sampling, their method transforms the microsurface into a space of unit

roughness. In a follow-up paper, Heitz [2018] presented an exact solution for the Smith–GGX

VNDF sampling routine. For Smith–Beckmann VNDF sampling, Jakob [2014] proposed a numerical

approach to improve the quality of stratified sampling. Tokuyoshi [2021] discussed the PDF for

VNDF sampling when a shading normal is backfacing to an incoming direction. Recently, Dupuy

and Benyoub [2023] introduced a simpler formulation for Smith–GGX VNDF sampling by mapping

the VNDF into a spherical cap. Their spherical cap VNDF sampling is faster than Heitz’s method,

while its sampling quality is equivalent. Our work improves the sampling quality of the spherical

cap VNDF for the Smith–GGX microfacet BRDF. While existing VNDF sampling methods are

applicable to both reflections and refractions, we introduce a new sampling method specialized for

reflections.

Multiple Scattering BRDFs. Multi-scattering effects in the microsurface are often required in

production rendering because the original microfacet BRDF has a dark material appearance for

rough surfaces due to the assumption of single scattering. For multiple scattering of the Smith model,

Monte Carlo random walk with VNDF sampling has been studied to obtain accurate results [Bitterli

and d’Eon 2022; Cui et al. 2023; Heitz et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2022]. However, such random walk

algorithms require many samples for convergence and induce code path divergence on the GPU.

Therefore, instead of such stochastic algorithms, efficient approximations have been used for time-

sensitive rendering applications in the industry. Kulla and Conty [2017] compensated for the loss

of energy using lookup tables based on Kelemen and Szirmay-Kalos [2001]. Turquin [2019] scaled

the single-scattering BRDF to compensate for the energy loss. Such an energy compensation is

performed at real-time frame rates and therefore used in game engines [Hillaire and de Rousiers

2023] as well as offline renderers. However, the existing VNDF sampling can produce firefly noise

for these energy-compensated BRDFs, especially on rough surfaces. That is because the density

of VNDF-based reflection vectors in the upper hemisphere can be insufficient for the BRDFs. Our

bounded VNDF sampling reduces the firefly noise for the energy-compensated BRDFs by increasing

the sampling density in the upper hemisphere as roughness increases.
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Fig. 2. VNDF sampling using a spherical cap [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023]. This method samples a reflection

vector ó within the spherical cap (middle) to obtain the visible normal ḿ in the unit-roughness space.

Table 1. Notations used in this paper

Symbol Description

[𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦] ∈ (0,∞)2
Anisotropic GGX roughness parameter

i = [𝑖𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧] ∈ S
2

Incoming direction in tangent space

o = [𝑜𝑥 , 𝑜𝑦, 𝑜𝑧] ∈ S
2

Outgoing direction (i.e., reflection vector) in tangent space

m = [𝑚𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦,𝑚𝑧] ∈ S
2

Microfacet normal in tangent space (i.e., m = (i + o)/∥i + o∥)
í = [𝑖𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧] ∈ S

2
Incoming direction in unit-roughness space

ó = [𝑜𝑥 , 𝑜𝑦, 𝑜𝑧] ∈ S
2

Reflection vector in unit-roughness space

ḿ = [�́�𝑥 , �́�𝑦, �́�𝑧] ∈ S
2

Microfacet normal in unit-roughness space (i.e., ḿ = (í + ó)/∥ í + ó∥)
[𝜃, 𝜙] ∈ R2

Polar coordinate of o (i.e., o = [sin𝜃 cos𝜙, sin𝜃 sin𝜙, cos𝜃 ])
𝑝 (m) ∈ [0,∞) PDF for previous VNDF sampling

𝑝our (m) ∈ [0,∞) PDF for our bounded VNDF sampling

𝜒+ (𝑥) ∈ {0, 1} Heaviside function: 1 if 𝑥 > 0 and 0 if 𝑥 ≤ 0

2.2 VNDF Sampling Using a Spherical Cap
In this subsection, we briefly review the algorithm of spherical cap VNDF sampling [Dupuy and

Benyoub 2023]. Fig. 2 illustrates this algorithm. For notations used in this paper, please see Table 1.

The spherical cap VNDF sampling first stretches the tangent space into a space of unit roughness

(i.e., 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 1) as in Heitz and d’Eon [2014]. In this unit-roughness space, the algorithm samples

a reflection vector ó for an incoming direction í, and then computes the microfacet normal ḿ given

by the halfvector of í and ó. For the Smith–GGX VNDF, ó is uniformly distributed on a spherical

cap whose center is the surface normal and whose angle is arccos(−𝑖𝑧). Thus, we uniformly sample

ó from this spherical cap to obtain a visible microfacet normal ḿ in the unit-roughness space. After

getting a visible normal ḿ, we unstretch the space to obtain the visible normal m in the original

tangent space. To summarize, this VNDF sampling algorithm is as follows.

(1) Stretch the incoming direction i to í = [𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧]/∥ [𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧] ∥.
(2) Sample ó on the spherical cap: 𝑜𝑧 ∈ (−𝑖𝑧, 1].
(3) Compute the halfvector: ḿ = (í + ó)/∥ í + ó∥.
(4) Unstretch the microfacet normal: m = [𝛼𝑥�́�𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦�́�𝑦, �́�𝑧]/∥ [𝛼𝑥�́�𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦�́�𝑦, �́�𝑧] ∥.

After sampling the visible normal m using the above algorithm, we compute the outgoing direction

o = 2(i ·m)m − i for specular reflections. Although this algorithm is simpler than Heitz [2018], it

does not improve the sampling quality. In this paper, we reduce the variance for specular reflections

by introducing a bounding spherical cap tighter than the previous spherical cap (−𝑖𝑧, 1].
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[𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ] = [1, 1] [𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ] = [0.5, 0.5] [𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ] = [0.2, 0.2] [𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ] = [1, 0.5] [𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ] = [1, 0.2]

Fig. 3. Previous lower bound (green dashed line) and our lower bound (red line) for the spherical cap in VNDF

sampling. The orange and blue regions correspond to reflection vectors in the upper and lower hemispheres,

respectively. Since our method bounds the orange region more tightly than the previous method, it reduces

the number of reflection vectors occluded by the surface.

3 OUR BOUNDED VNDF SAMPLING
The previous method sampled 𝑜𝑧 within (−𝑖𝑧, 1]. In this paper, we introduce a tighter lower bound

on 𝑜𝑧 than the previous method for reflection vector sampling (Fig. 3). Since our method does not

change the algorithm except for this lower bound, it is simple to implement in an existing sampling

routine. Listing 1 shows the HLSL code of our VNDF sampling routine.

3.1 Transformation of Reflection Vector Bounds
To obtain the bounding spherical cap for our VNDF-based reflection vector sampling, we first

project the bound of reflection vectors o to ó in the unit-roughness space. Then, we derive a simple

bounding spherical cap for this projected bound. Since a reflection vector o should be in the upper

hemisphere centered at the surface normal, the bound of reflection vectors is the circle on the

tangent plane. In this paper, we write this circle as [cos𝜙, sin𝜙, 0] by using the polar coordinate

[𝜃, 𝜙] for o = [sin𝜃 cos𝜙, sin𝜃 sin𝜙, cos𝜃 ], because cos𝜃 > 0 for reflections. By transforming

this circle from tangent-space o to unit-roughness space ó, we obtain a lower bound of 𝑜𝑧 at 𝜙 :

min𝜃 ∈[0,𝜋/2] 𝑜𝑧 (𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑜𝑧 (𝜋/2, 𝜙), where

𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
=
©«
(𝑖𝑥 + cos𝜙)2 + (𝑖𝑦 + sin𝜙)2 + 𝑖2𝑧

(𝑖𝑥+cos𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑥
+ (𝑖𝑦+sin𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑦
+ 𝑖2𝑧

− 1

ª®®¬ 𝑖𝑧 . (1)

For the derivation, please refer to Appendix A. When 𝑖𝑧 > 0, we obtain 𝜙 that minimizes Eq. 1 from

the following equation:

argmin

𝜙

𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
= argmin

𝜙

(𝑖𝑥 + cos𝜙)2 + (𝑖𝑦 + sin𝜙)2 + 𝑖2𝑧
(𝑖𝑥+cos𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑥
+ (𝑖𝑦+sin𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑦
+ 𝑖2𝑧

. (2)

Although Eq. 2 is generalized for anisotropic roughness, we find a simple solution for the following

special cases:

[cos𝜙, sin𝜙] =
{
[𝑖𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦]/∥ [𝑖𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦] ∥ if 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 < 1

[−𝑖𝑥 ,−𝑖𝑦]/∥ [𝑖𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦] ∥ if 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 > 1

. (3)

In the next subsection, we show the derivation for these special case solutions. Then, based on the

special case bounds, we introduce a practical loose bound for general anisotropic cases.
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3.2 Bounding Spherical Cap
3.2.1 Isotropic Roughness. For isotropic roughness 𝛼 = 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 , we can simplify Eq. 2 into the

following equation:

argmin

𝜙

𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
= argmin

𝜙

𝑟 (𝜙) + 𝑖2𝑧
𝑟 (𝜙 )
𝛼

+ 𝑖2𝑧
=


argmax𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙) if 𝛼 < 1

argmin𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙) if 𝛼 > 1

R if 𝛼 = 1

, (4)

where 𝑟 (𝜙) = (𝑖𝑥 + cos𝜙)2 + (𝑖𝑦 + sin𝜙)2
represents the squared distance between a unit circle

[cos𝜙, sin𝜙] and a point [−𝑖𝑥 ,−𝑖𝑦] on the tangent plane. Therefore, the right side of Eq. 4 for 𝛼 ≠ 1

is the farthest and closest point on the unit circle from [−𝑖𝑥 ,−𝑖𝑦], which gives Eq. 3. Although

we can obtain the lower bound by substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 1, we derive a simple form of the

lower bound by using the furthest and closest distances max𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙) and min𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙). These squared
distances are simply given by the radius of the unit circle and the norm of [−𝑖𝑥 ,−𝑖𝑦] as follows:

max𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙) =
(
1 +

√︃
𝑖2𝑥 + 𝑖2𝑦

)2

and min𝜙 𝑟 (𝜙) =
(
1 −

√︃
𝑖2𝑥 + 𝑖2𝑦

)2

. Using these distances, we unify the

equations for the two cases 𝛼 < 1 and 𝛼 > 1 into one case 𝛼 ≠ 1 as follows:

argmin

𝜙

𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
=

{{
𝜙 |𝑟 (𝜙) = 𝑠2

}
if 𝛼 ≠ 1

R if 𝛼 = 1

. (5)

where 𝑠 = 1 + sgn(1 − 𝛼)
√︃
𝑖2𝑥 + 𝑖2𝑦 . Therefore, by substituting 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 𝛼 and (𝑖𝑥 + cos𝜙)2 + (𝑖𝑦 +

sin𝜙)2 = 𝑠2
into Eq. 1, we obtain our lower bound without trigonometric functions as follows:

min

𝜙
𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
= −𝑘𝑖𝑧 , where 𝑘 =

(1 − 𝛼2)𝑠2

𝑠2 + 𝛼2𝑖2𝑧
. (6)

This lower bound −𝑘𝑖𝑧 is the infimum for reflections if 𝑖𝑧 > 0. Hence, we sample 𝑜𝑧 within (−𝑘𝑖𝑧, 1]
for our VNDF sampling when 𝑖𝑧 > 0. When 𝑖𝑧 ≤ 0 (i.e., backfacing shading normal), we use the

previous range (−𝑖𝑧, 1] as in Dupuy and Benyoub [2023].

3.2.2 Anisotropic Roughness. Unlike the special case in isotropic roughness, Eq. 2 is not trivial

for anisotropic roughness 𝛼𝑥 ≠ 𝛼𝑦 . The solution of Eq. 2 is not necessarily Eq. 3 in general, and

we could not find the closed-form solution in 𝛼𝑥 ≠ 𝛼𝑦 . Therefore, for 𝑖𝑧 > 0, we introduce a loose

bound that is obtained by Eq. 6 with setting 𝛼 conservatively as follows:

𝛼 = min(𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦, 1). (7)

When 𝛼𝑥 ≤ 1 or 𝛼𝑦 ≤ 1, this conservative 𝛼 produces a lower bound slightly looser than the

infimum for 𝑜𝑧 . On the other hand, when 𝛼𝑥 > 1 and 𝛼𝑦 > 1, the lower bound is limited to zero:

−𝑘𝑖𝑧 = 0, and thus it can be significantly looser than the infimum. However, this bound −𝑘𝑖𝑧 = 0

is still tighter than the previous lower bound −𝑖𝑧 . In addition, the case of 𝛼𝑥 > 1 and 𝛼𝑦 > 1

is rare in practical scenes because the maximum roughness parameter is often limited to 1 in

productions [Burley 2012]. Thus, our approach is practical. Please see the supplementary document

for the interactive visualization of our bound.
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Listing 1. Our bounded VNDF sampling for reflections. The difference from Dupuy and Benyoub [2023] is

written in red.

float3 SampleGGXReflection(float3 i, float2 alpha , float2 rand) {
float3 i_std = normalize(float3(i.xy * alpha , i.z));
// Sample a spherical cap
float phi = 2.0f * M_PI * rand.x;
float a = saturate(min(alpha.x, alpha.y)); // Eq. 7
float s = 1.0f + length(float2(i.x, i.y)); // Omit sgn for a<=1
float a2 = a * a; float s2 = s * s;
float k = (1.0f - a2) * s2 / (s2 + a2 * i.z * i.z); // Eq. 6
float lower_bound = i.z > 0.0f ? -k * i_std.z : -i_std.z;
float z = mad(lower_bound , rand.y, 1.0f - rand.y);
float sin_theta = sqrt(saturate (1.0f - z * z));
float3 o_std = {sin_theta * cos(phi), sin_theta * sin(phi), z};
// Compute the microfacet normal m
float3 m_std = i_std + o_std;
float3 m = normalize(float3(m_std.xy * alpha , m_std.z));
// Return the reflection vector o
return 2.0f * dot(i, m) * m - i;

}

Listing 2. Our PDF for reflections: 𝑝our (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ for 𝑖𝑧 ≥ 0. Our contribution is written in red. This

implementation omits the Heaviside function 𝜒+ (𝑜𝑧 + 𝑘𝑖𝑧), assuming that our method is applied only to

reflections. For 𝑖𝑧 < 0, we calculate the previous PDF 𝑝 (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ using a numerically stable form (please

see Appendix C).

float GGXReflectionPDF(float3 i, float3 o, float2 alpha) {
float3 m = normalize(i + o);
float ndf = D(m, alpha);
float2 ai = alpha * i.xy;
float len2 = dot(ai, ai);
float t = sqrt(len2 + i.z * i.z);
if (i.z >= 0.0f) {
float a = saturate(min(alpha.x, alpha.y)); // Eq. 7
float s = 1.0f + length(float2(i.x, i.y)); // Omit sgn for a<=1
float a2 = a * a; float s2 = s * s;
float k = (1.0f - a2) * s2 / (s2 + a2 * i.z * i.z); // Eq. 6
return ndf / (2.0f * (k * i.z + t)); // Eq. 10 * ||dm/do||

}
// Numerically stable form of the previous PDF for i.z < 0
return ndf * (t - i.z) / (2.0f * len2); // = Eq. 8 * ||dm/do||

}

4 PDF FOR OUR BOUNDED VNDF SAMPLING
The VNDF is the PDF for visible microfacet normals. For the Smith–GGX model, this PDF is given

by

𝑝 (m) = 2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)

𝑖𝑧 +
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
, (8)

where 𝐷 (m) is the GGX NDF:

𝐷 (m) = 𝜒+ (𝑚𝑧)

𝜋𝛼𝑥𝛼𝑦

(
𝑚2

𝑥

𝛼2

𝑥
+ 𝑚2

𝑦

𝛼2

𝑦
+𝑚2

𝑧

)
2
. (9)

When 𝑖𝑧 ≤ 0 (i.e., backfacing shading normal), we use this PDF as in previous VNDF sam-

pling [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023; Tokuyoshi 2021]. For 𝑖𝑧 > 0, we introduce a new PDF for

our sampling method. Our method shrinks the range of the spherical cap from (−𝑖𝑧, 1] to (−𝑘𝑖𝑧, 1].
Thus, by replacing the spherical cap in the previous PDF with our spherical cap, we obtain the PDF
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for our sampling technique:

𝑝our (m) = 2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)

𝑘𝑖𝑧 +
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
𝜒+

(
𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧

)
. (10)

For derivation, please refer to Appendix B. Since our method limits the sampling range for 𝑜𝑧
into (−𝑘𝑖𝑧, 1], we represent this limited range using the Heaviside function 𝜒+ (𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧). By mul-

tiplying the above PDF 𝑝our (m) by the Jacobian for the transformation between halfvectors and

reflection vectors ∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ = 1/(4|i ·m|), we obtain the PDF for our reflection vector sampling

𝑝our (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥. Listing 2 shows the code for our PDF for reflections. In this implementation, we

omit the Heaviside function 𝜒+ (𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧), because we use our sampling method only for opaque

surfaces. For opaque surfaces, we get 𝜒+ (𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧) = 1 if the reflection vector o is in the upper

hemisphere. If the reflection vector o is in the lower hemisphere, the integrand in the lighting

integral must be zero. Therefore, omitting the Heaviside function does not affect Monte Carlo

integration. In implementation, the only difference between our method and the previous method

is the presence of 𝑘 .

5 APPLICATION TO ENERGY-COMPENSATED BRDFS
Our method is applicable to energy-compensated Smith–GGX BRDFs as well as the single-scattering

BRDF model. In this section, we first show that the previous VNDF sampling can produce firefly

noise for energy-compensated BRDFs. We then explain how our method reduces this noise.

Single-Scattering BRDF. The single-scattering microfacet BRDF 𝑓ss (i, o) ∈ [0,∞) [Cook and

Torrance 1982] is given by the following equation:

𝑓ss (i, o) =
𝐹 (i ·m)𝐺2 (i, o,m)𝐷 (m)

4|i · n| |o · n| , (11)

where n = [0, 0, 1] is the surface normal in tangent space, 𝐹 (i · m) ∈ [0, 1] is the Fresnel term,

and𝐺2 (i, o,m) ∈ [0, 1] is the Smith masking-shadowing function [1967]. For this single-scattering

BRDF, the weight𝑤ss (o) for a ray direction o sampled according to the VNDF (Eq. 8) is equal to or

less than 1 [Heitz and d’Eon 2014] having:

𝑤ss (o) =
𝑓ss (i, o) |o · n|
𝑝 (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ =

𝐹 (i ·m)𝐺2 (i, o,m)
𝐺1 (i,m) ≤ 1, (12)

where 𝐺1 (i,m) = 𝑝 (m)/𝐷 (m) ≥ 𝐺2 (i, o,m) which is equal to the Smith masking function [1967]

when 𝑖𝑧 ≥ 0. Thus, VNDF sampling does not increase the ray weight during path tracing and thus

reduces the variance for the single-scattering BRDF model. However, for rough surfaces, such a

single-scattering model introduces the loss of energy (Fig. 4a), because it ignores multiple scattering

in the microsurface.

Energy-Compensated BRDF. To compensate for the energy loss for the microfacet BRDF, an

approximate multi-scattering term 𝑓ms (i, o) ∈ [0,∞) [Kulla and Conty 2017; Turquin 2019] is often

added to the BRDF for production rendering. In this case, the weight for a sample direction is

𝑤ms (o) =
(𝑓ss (i, o) + 𝑓ms (i, o)) |o · n|

𝑝 (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ . (13)

Turquin [2019] approximated the multi-scattering term 𝑓ms (i, o) using the following equation:

𝑓ms (i, o) ≈ 𝐹ms

1 − 𝐸 (i)
𝐸 (i) 𝑓ss (i, o), (14)
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(a) Single-scattering BRDF (rendering time: 191 s, RMSE: 0.0047)

(b) Kulla and Conty [2017] (rendering time: 221 s, RMSE: 0.0557)

(c) Turquin [2019] (rendering time: 223 s, RMSE: 0.0257)

Fig. 4. Single-scattering Smith–GGX BRDF (a) and energy-compensated Smith–GGX BRDFs (b, c) with

different roughness for each Orb object. All images (4096×512 pixels, 64×48 pixels for closeup) are rendered
using the previous VNDF sampling [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023] with 16384 samples per pixel. Despite using

such a large number of samples, there is noticeable firefly noise on rough surfaces for energy-compensated

BRDFs.

𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.2 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.4 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.6 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.8 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 1
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(a) Smith–GGX BRDF with Kulla and Conty’s energy compensation [2017]

𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.2 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.4 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.6 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.8 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 1
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0
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(b) Smith–GGX BRDF with Turquin’s energy compensation [2019]

Fig. 5. Plots of the single-scattering microfacet BRDF lobe 𝑓ss (i, o) |o ·n| (purple line), the energy-compensated

BRDF lobe (𝑓ss (i, o) + 𝑓ms (i, o)) |o · n| (blue line), the previous PDF 𝑝 (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ (green dashed line), and our

PDF 𝑝our (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ (red line) for i = [0, 0, 1]. The Fresnel term is set to 𝐹 (i ·m) = 1. The horizontal axis is

the angle 𝜃 of the reflection vector o. While the previous PDF is equal to or higher than the single-scattering

lobe, it can be lower than the energy-compensated BRDFs. On the other hand, our PDF is higher than the

previous PDF in −𝜋/2 < 𝜃 < 𝜋/2 (i.e., upper hemisphere) and closer to the energy-compensated BRDF lobe.

Thus, our method reduces the variance (i.e., firefly noise) for the energy-compensated BRDFs.

where 𝐹ms ∈ [0, 1] is the multi-scattering Fresnel term [Jakob et al. 2014], and Turquin [2019]

further approximated it with 𝐹ms ≈ 𝐹 (1) for conductors. 𝐸 (i) =
∫

S
2
𝑓ss (i,𝛚) |𝛚 · n|/𝐹 (i · m)d𝛚 is

the directional-hemispherical reflectance without the Fresnel term, and it is given by a lookup

table [McAuley et al. 2013]. Although the VNDF is approximately proportional to Turquin’s re-

flection model, it can produce high variance that is visible as firefly noise in rendered images

(Fig. 4c). This is because the sample weight given by Eq. 13 can be larger than 1. Since the resulting

ray weight is the product of sample direction weights at each bounce during path tracing, it can

increase exponentially. As shown in Fig. 5, the mismatch between the energy-compensated BRDF

and VNDF becomes larger as roughness increases. Thus, firefly noise can be noticeable, especially
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(a) Isotropic roughness

𝛼𝑥 = 1, 𝛼𝑦 = 0.3 𝛼𝑥 = 1, 𝛼𝑦 = 0.5 𝛼𝑥 = 1, 𝛼𝑦 = 0.7 𝛼𝑥 = 1, 𝛼𝑦 = 0.9

Previous

Ours

Previous

Ours

Previous

Ours

Previous
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RMSE: 0.098

RMSE: 0.123

RMSE: 0.115

RMSE: 0.145

RMSE: 0.125

RMSE: 0.170

RMSE: 0.130

(b) Anisotropic roughness

Fig. 6. Quality comparison (1024×1024 pixels, 16 spp) between previous VNDF sampling [Dupuy and Benyoub

2023] and our bounded VNDF sampling for isotropic roughness (a) and anisotropic roughness (b). Our

sampling reduces RMSE, especially for higher roughness and lower anisotropy.

on rough surfaces. The same problem occurs for Kulla and Conty’s energy compensation [2017] as

shown in Fig. 4b (please refer to the supplementary document for the detail of Kulla and Conty’s

compensation).

Firefly Reduction Using Our Method. For reflection vectors in the upper hemisphere, our bounded

VNDF sampling generates higher density samples than the previous VNDF sampling (i.e., 𝑝our (m) >
𝑝 (m) if 𝑜𝑧 > 0). Thus, our bounded VNDF sampling produces a smaller sample weight 𝑤our

ms
(o)

than the previous method (Eq. 13) as follows:

𝑤our

ms
(o) = (𝑓ss (i, o) + 𝑓ms (i, o)) |o · n|

𝑝our (m)∥𝜕m/𝜕o∥ < 𝑤ms (o) if 𝑜𝑧 > 0. (15)

The difference between𝑤ms (o) and𝑤our

ms
(o) becomes larger as roughness increases. Therefore, our

method reduces the firefly noise caused by multi-scattering approximations for rough surfaces.

Although our method cannot completely avoid the increase of the ray weight unlike the single-

scattering case, fireflies are significantly reduced in our experiments (Sect. 6).

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here we show images rendered using a HIP RT [AMD 2023]-based path tracer performed on

an AMD Radeon™ RX 7900 XTX GPU. All scenes have the Smith–GGX microfacet BRDF with

Turquin’s energy compensation [2019]. The reference images are rendered with 1 M samples per

pixel (spp) for Figs. 4 and 10, and 65536 spp for others (please see the supplementary images).

The image quality is evaluated with the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) metric. Although VNDF

sampling of 1 spp is often used in combination with a denoiser and upscaler for video games, this

section uses a large number of samples without such post-processing to show the difference in

noise.

Isotropic Roughness. Fig. 6a shows the quality comparison between our method and the previous

method [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023] using different isotropic roughness parameters. In this figure,

each Orb object is not tessellated unlike Fig. 4 and has significant backfacing shading normals. Our

method supports such backfacing shading normals as in the previous method. Compared to the

previous method, our method reduces errors, especially for high-roughness surfaces (𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.8

in Fig. 6a). On the other hand, the quality difference is insignificant for low roughness (𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.2

in Fig. 6a). That is because our bounding spherical cap depends on the roughness parameter unlike
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Fig. 7. Plots of RMSE for the previous method [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023] (green dashed line) and our method

(red line) using different anisotropic roughness for the Orb model used in Fig. 6

the previous method, and the difference from the previous spherical cap is more significant for a

higher roughness parameter.

Anisotropic Roughness. Figs. 6b and 7 show the quality comparison for anisotropic roughness.

Since our bounding spherical cap is tighter for lower anisotropy, our method reduces errors,

especially for low anisotropy. For highly anisotropic roughness, our bounded VNDF sampling

can still generate many reflection vectors in the lower hemisphere, as in the previous method.

Therefore, our method has room for improvement in high anisotropy. This improvement is left for

future work.

Multiple importance sampling. For practical path tracing, VNDF sampling and next event esti-

mation are often combined using multiple importance sampling (MIS) [Veach and Guibas 1995].

Since MIS compensates for the lack of sampling density, especially in direct illumination, it can

mitigate the disadvantage of the previous VNDF sampling for rough surfaces. However, for in-

direct illumination, MIS with the previous VNDF sampling can still produce noticeable noise on

rough surfaces as shown in Fig. 8. Our method reduces the variance more than the previous VNDF

sampling, even with MIS (Fig. 9). This variance reduction is effective for an arbitrary number of

samples. Therefore, our method is applicable to a wide range of practical applications, from offline

rendering to real-time rendering (which uses a 1-spp image as input to a denoiser and upscaler).

Energy-Compensated BRDFs. Fig. 10 shows the effectiveness of our bounded VNDF sampling for

the Smith–GGX BRDF with different energy-compensation terms [Kulla and Conty 2017; Turquin

2019]. Compared to the previous VNDF sampling, our method significantly reduces firefly noise

caused by interreflections due to rough surfaces. For VNDF sampling, Turquin’s model produces

less noise than Kulla and Conty’s model as discussed by Turquin [2019]. Our bounded VNDF is

moreover close to Turquin’s BRDF lobe as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, our method efficiently reduces

the firefly noise for energy-compensated BRDFs, especially Turquin’s model.

Overhead. Our method has a computational overhead for calculating the lower bound (Eq. 6), but

it is only five lines of code in Listing 1 and Listing 2. Table 2 shows this computational overhead on

the CPU. For white furnace test [Heitz 2014] on the GPU (which evaluates the BRDF by sampling

reflection vectors but not tracing rays), we did not obtain a clear difference in rendering time with

and without our lower bound. While the overhead of our sampling routine is negligibly small, the

method increases the depth of light paths by reducing the number of rejected sample rays. Thus,

it can increase the rendering time for path tracing (Table 3), though the increased time is small

compared to the quality improvement. On the other hand, reducing the random rejection reduces
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(a) Previous VNDF sampling

1 spp 16 spp 256 spp

E
r
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r

2.0

0.0

66.3 ms, RMSE: 1.156 1.06 s, RMSE: 0.277 17.0 s, RMSE: 0.122

(b) Our bounded VNDF sampling

E
r
r
o
r

2.0

0.0

72.2 ms, RMSE: 1.00 1.16 s, RMSE: 0.250 18.5 s, RMSE: 0.063

Fig. 8. Path tracing using multiple importance sampling (MIS) of VNDF sampling and next event estimation

for the Fireplace Room scene (3840×2160 pixels). Although MIS can reduce the variance for low-frequency

BRDFs, (a) combination with the previous VNDF sampling [Dupuy and Benyoub 2023] still produces noticeable

noise on rough surfaces. (b) Combination with our bounded VNDF sampling significantly reduces this noise.

Table 2. VNDF sampling time on an AMD Ryzen™ 9 7950X CPU.

Dupuy and Benyoub [2023] Our method Difference

Sampling routine (Listing 1) 8.32 ns 10.43 ns 2.11 ns

PDF (Listing 2) 5.00 ns 6.57 ns 1.57 ns

Table 3. Increase in rendering time due to the path depth increased by our method. When limiting the

maximum path depth to a few bounces (a–c), the rate of increase is significantly smaller than in a high

limit (d).

Fireplace Room Kitchen Orb Salle de bain

(a) Up to 1 bounce 1.33 % 0.23 % 0.86 % 0.39 %

(b) Up to 2 bounces 2.91 % 0.31 % 2.93 % 0.85 %

(c) Up to 4 bounces 4.72 % 0.46 % 6.19 % 1.23 %

(d) Up to 1024 bounces 8.92 % 1.18 % 10.4 % 3.56 %

code path divergence, especially at shallow depth steps in path tracing. Therefore, the increased

time is shorter at shallow depth steps than at deep depth steps.
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(a) Previous VNDF sampling

1 spp 16 spp 256 spp

E
r
r
o
r

2.0

0.0

163 ms, RMSE: 2.993 2.61 s, RMSE: 0.747 41.8 s, RMSE: 0.187

(b) Our bounded VNDF sampling

E
r
r
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r

2.0

0.0

169 ms, RMSE: 2.858 2.71 s, RMSE: 0.716 43.3 s, RMSE: 0.179

Fig. 9. Path tracing using multiple importance sampling of VNDF sampling and next event estimation for the

Salle de bain scene (3840×2160 pixels). Unlike Fig. 8, (a) the previous VNDF sampling [Dupuy and Benyoub

2023] does not produce noticeable firefly noise for this scene. Even in this case, (b) our method reduces the

RMSE by about 4.5% with a computational cost of 3.6%.

7 LIMITATIONS
Reflection Only. Since our method is specialized for reflections, it cannot be used to sample

refraction vectors as shown in Fig. 11a. Our main target application is opaque surfaces such as

metallic materials.

Highly Specular Surfaces. Since the previous VNDF sampling is sufficiently efficient for highly

specular surfaces, the quality improvement by our method is slight for this case. On the other hand,

our method is significantly efficient for rough reflections unlike the previous method. Therefore,

our VNDF sampling is more robust than the previous method for scenes with various roughness.

False Positives. Although we introduce a lower bound for the spherical cap-based sampling range,

the spherical cap is still wider than the region representing reflection vectors (see Fig. 3). Thus,

our method still generates samples to be rejected (i.e., false positives). Such false positives are

significant, especially for high anisotropy. Therefore, our method does not significantly reduce the

variance for highly anisotropic surfaces.

Random Walk Multiple Scattering. Our method is designed for sampling reflection vectors in the

upper hemisphere. Therefore, it cannot be used for microscale multiple scattering that requires

reflection vectors in the lower hemisphere for Monte Carlo random walk [Bitterli and d’Eon 2022;

Cui et al. 2023; Heitz et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2022] (Fig. 11b). On the other hand, our method is

suitable for energy compensation-based multi-scattering approximations [Kulla and Conty 2017;

Turquin 2019] that are often used in time-sensitive applications (e.g., video games).
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(a) Kulla and Conty [2017]

RMSE: 0.0557 RMSE: 0.0067 RMSE: 0.0557 RMSE: 0.0067

Previous (221 s) Ours (230 s) Reference Previous (221 s) Ours (230 s) Reference

(b) Turquin [2019]

RMSE: 0.0257 RMSE: 0.0052 RMSE: 0.0257 RMSE: 0.0052

Previous (223 s) Ours (233 s) Reference Previous (223 s) Ours (233 s) Reference

Fig. 10. Our bounded VNDF sampling for the Orb scene with different energy-compensated Smith-GGX

BRDFs (4096×512 pixels, 16384 spp, 64×48 pixels for closeup). While the previous VNDF sampling [Dupuy

and Benyoub 2023] produces noticeable firefly noise even for such a large number of samples, our method

significantly reduces this noise. Although our method is effective for both Kulla and Conty’s compensation (a)

and Turquin’s compensation (b), it is more suitable for Turquin’s model.

view direction

reflection direction refraction direction

(a) Refraction vector sampling

view direction

reflection direction

(b) Random walk multiple scattering

Fig. 11. Our method cannot be applied for sampling refraction vectors (a) and random walk multiple scat-

tering (b) in the microsurface. These scattering events have to sample microfacet normals whose reflection

vectors can be in the lower hemisphere, while our method reduces such samples.

Rendering Time. Although our sampling routine has a negligible computational overhead, it

increases effective rays to be traced instead of rejecting rays. Therefore, our method can increase

the rendering time while significantly improving the cost-effectiveness.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an unbiased Smith–GGX VNDF sampling method specialized

for reflections. Our method reduces the number of reflection vectors occluded by the surface by

limiting the sampling range of the spherical cap VNDF. For this limited sampling range in the
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case of isotropic roughness, we derived the infimum of the range for effective reflection vectors in

the upper hemisphere. For anisotropic roughness, we also introduced a simple analytical lower

bound. Using our method, we reduced the variance for highly rough and low anisotropy surfaces

while increasing the depth of light paths. This paper has also shown that our method significantly

reduces undesirable firefly noise for energy-compensated Smith–GGX BRDFs, which are often used

in production renderers and game engines.

For future work, we would like to improve the efficiency for highly anisotropic roughness by

deriving a tighter bound than the conservative bound presented. A samplingmethod that completely

avoids occluded reflection vectors is also left for future work.

A PROJECTED BOUND IN THE UNIT-ROUGHNESS SPACE
To obtain the lower bound for 𝑜𝑧 , we project the tangent-space reflection vector o to the unit-

roughness space reflection vector ó. For this projection, we first express 𝑜𝑧 using i and m, and then

we rewrite the form into the function of o based on the relationship o = 2(i ·m)m− i. The reflection
vector in the unit-roughness space is ó = 2(í · ḿ)ḿ − í, where the incoming direction í and the

microfacet normal ḿ in the unit-roughness space are given by

í =
[𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧][𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧]

 , ḿ =
[𝑚𝑥/𝛼𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦/𝛼𝑦,𝑚𝑧][𝑚𝑥/𝛼𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦/𝛼𝑦,𝑚𝑧]

 . (16)

Therefore, the projected 𝑜𝑧 is obtained as follows:

𝑜𝑧 = 2(í · ḿ)�́�𝑧 − 𝑖𝑧 =
2𝑚𝑧

( [
𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧

]
·
[
𝑚𝑥/𝛼𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦/𝛼𝑦,𝑚𝑧

] )[𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧
] [𝑚𝑥/𝛼𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦/𝛼𝑦,𝑚𝑧

]2
− 𝑖𝑧

=
2𝑚𝑧 (i ·m)[𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧
] [𝑚𝑥/𝛼𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦/𝛼𝑦,𝑚𝑧

]2
− 𝑖𝑧 . (17)

From o = 2(i ·m)m − i, we get

i ·m = ∥i + o∥/2, [𝑚𝑥 ,𝑚𝑦,𝑚𝑧] = [𝑖𝑥 + 𝑜𝑥 , 𝑖𝑦 + 𝑜𝑦, 𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧]/∥i + o∥. (18)

Thus, by substituting Eq. 18 into Eq. 17, we yield 𝑜𝑧 as a function of o:

𝑜𝑧 (o) =
(𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧)∥i + o∥2[𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧
] [ 𝑖𝑥+𝑜𝑥𝛼𝑥

,
𝑖𝑦+𝑜𝑦
𝛼𝑦

, 𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧
]2

− 𝑖𝑧 . (19)

Let [𝜃, 𝜙] be the polar coordinate of the reflection vector o (i.e., 𝑜𝑥 = sin𝜃 cos𝜙 , 𝑜𝑦 = sin𝜃 sin𝜙 ,

and 𝑜𝑧 = cos𝜃 ), then we can write 𝑜𝑧 as a function of [𝜃, 𝜙]. Since 𝑜𝑧 = cos𝜃 > 0 for reflections,

we project the lower bound of 𝑜𝑧 (i.e., 𝜃 = 𝜋/2) into 𝑜𝑧 (𝜃, 𝜙) as follows:

𝑜𝑧

(𝜋
2

, 𝜙

)
=

𝑖𝑧 ∥i + [cos𝜙, sin𝜙, 0] ∥2[𝛼𝑥𝑖𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦𝑖𝑦, 𝑖𝑧
] [ 𝑖𝑥+cos𝜙

𝛼𝑥
,
𝑖𝑦+sin𝜙

𝛼𝑦
, 𝑖𝑧

]2
− 𝑖𝑧

=
©«
(𝑖𝑥 + cos𝜙)2 + (𝑖𝑦 + sin𝜙)2 + 𝑖2𝑧

(𝑖𝑥+cos𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑥
+ (𝑖𝑦+sin𝜙 )2

𝛼2

𝑦
+ 𝑖2𝑧

− 1

ª®®¬ 𝑖𝑧 . (20)
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B DERIVATION OF OUR PDF
For spherical cap VNDF sampling, Dupuy and Benyoub [2023] derived the Smith–GGX VNDF

(Eq. 8) based on microsurface transformation [Atanasov et al. 2022] as follows:

𝑝 (m) = 𝑞 (ó)
 𝜕ó𝜕ḿ |detM|

∥Mm∥3
, where M =


1/𝛼𝑥 0 0

0 1/𝛼𝑦 0

0 0 1

 . (21)

𝑞 (ó) is the uniform distribution on the spherical cap:

𝑞 (ó) =
𝜒+

(
𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧

)
2𝜋

(
𝑖𝑧 + 1

) . (22)

∥𝜕ó/𝜕ḿ∥ = 4|í · ḿ| is the Jacobian for the transformation between ó and ḿ. | detM|/∥Mm∥3
is the

Jacobian derived in Atanasov et al. [2022]. Thus, we yield 𝜕ó𝜕ḿ |detM|
∥Mm∥3

=
4|í · ḿ|

𝛼𝑥𝛼𝑦

(
𝑚2

𝑥

𝛼2

𝑥
+ 𝑚2

𝑦

𝛼2

𝑦
+𝑚2

𝑧

) 3

2

=
4|i ·m|

𝛼𝑥𝛼𝑦

(
𝑚2

𝑥

𝛼2

𝑥
+ 𝑚2

𝑦

𝛼2

𝑦
+𝑚2

𝑧

)
2
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
. (23)

In this paper, we replace 𝑞 (ó) with the uniform distribution on our spherical cap:

𝑞our (ó) =
𝜒+

(
𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧

)
2𝜋

(
𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 1

) . (24)

Hence, the PDF for our bounded VNDF sampling is

𝑝our (m) = 𝑞our (ó)
 𝜕ó𝜕ḿ |detM|

∥Mm∥3
=

2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)

𝑘𝑖𝑧 +
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
𝜒+

(
𝑘𝑖𝑧 + 𝑜𝑧

)
. (25)

C NUMERICALLY STABLE FORM OF THE PREVIOUS PDF
When 𝑖𝑧 < 0 (i.e., backfacing shading normal), our method uses the previous PDF (Eq. 8). However,

if 𝑖𝑧 < 0 and 𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 +𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 is small enough compared to 𝑖2𝑧 , the denominator can produce catastrophic

cancellation due to floating point arithmetic. This numerical error can induce zero divide for

the PDF. To improve the numerical stability, we equivalently rewrite the previous PDF into the

following equation:

𝑝 (m) = 2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)

𝑖𝑧 +
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
=

2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)
(
𝑖𝑧 −

√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
)

(
𝑖𝑧 +

√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
) (

𝑖𝑧 −
√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧
)

=

2𝐷 (m) max (i ·m, 0)
(√︃

𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧 − 𝑖𝑧

)
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦

. (26)

Since

√︃
𝛼2

𝑥𝑖
2

𝑥 + 𝛼2

𝑦𝑖
2

𝑦 + 𝑖2𝑧 − 𝑖𝑧 does not produce catastrophic cancellation for 𝑖𝑧 < 0, we use this form

in our implementation (Listing 2).
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